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Racquet Stringing 

Make sure you string your 
racquet as many times a year 
that you play in a week, so if 
you play 5 times a week = 5 
times a year. Stringing your 
racquet at higher tensions will 
give you more control, but 
also you will experience more 
shock on your arm from a tighter string bed. Lower 
tensions will give you more power and you will ex-
perience less shock on your arm, especially when 
combined with a thinner gauge string. The higher 
the string gauge number is, the thinner the string. 
Our most popular string, Wilson NXT (16 or 17 
gauge), happen to also be one of the best for over-
all arm comfort. Another option is to have your rac-
quet strung hybrid with 2 different kinds of 
strings (gauge, construction, tension) in the mains/
crosses. Most touring professionals do this every 
match depending on their opponent or what surface 
they're playing on that day.  
 
If you have any questions about your racquet or 
stringing, please feel to reach out to Andy Delu-
na: andrew@blackwoodtennis.com    
Andy will be on site 1 day a week beginning in Feb-
ruary to string. If you need a racquet re-strung now 
please email  somerset@blackwoodtennis.com and 
we will schedule to pick up, string and deliver your 
racquet back to you. Most racquets can be done 
within two days (includes delivery time). 
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Tennis Tip - Understanding Errors  By: Nick Blackwood 

Errors… all players make them, but few understand them. Let's start by defining exactly 
what errors are and their differences. An error is broken down into two categories, a forced 
error and an unforced error. A forced error is as it sounds, out of your control.  
Understanding unforced errors is the fastest way to improve your game, because it is there 
that you have the most control over how points end. 
 

Not all unforced errors are equal. There are good unforced errors and bad unforced errors. The difference being  
decided by three factors, the score, your court position, and your shot selection. If the score is in your favor, you can 
afford to take more risks and unforced errors made at that time can be positive if the next two rules are followed: you 
are in a good court position and you are attempting a shot that you can consistently execute. This is what we call play-
ing to win and not allowing your opponent to find a rhythm and mount a comeback against you. 
 

Bad unforced errors are the ones when you are trying a shot that you have not yet mastered and you are behind in the 
score. An average match consists of about 20% winners and the remaining 80% are errors! By focusing on better 
score management you can effectively cut down on your unforced errors and thus increasing your chance of winning 
more points and matches. 
 

With all of that being said there is still no better way to cut down on your unforced errors then to improve your tech-
nical skills . Book a lesson today with anyone of our great Tennis Professionals or join a clinic for assistance with your 
strokes. 
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Guest Policy 

 

 Guests are all individuals who are not 

residents of Somerset at The Planta-

tion. 

 A maximum of three (3) guests per 

residential household are allowed on 

Pickleball Courts. 

 A resident must be on the court with 

guest at all times. 

Temporary Pickleball Entrance 

 

Please note that, until further notice, the 

north side of the pickleball courts will be 

used temporarily as the entry and exit 

until the drainage issues are completed.  



 



 

 


